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Customizable keychains

You’ll need:
- keychains
- about 2-3 strands of each: chilli pepper red (PLA), greener grass or rainforest green (PLA), tuxedo black, café au lait or brownie brown (PLA)
- half a strand of rubber ducky yellow

For this doodle you can also use ABS instead of PLA.
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Steps

Print the "Customizable keychain"-stencil. Make sure to use your Doodle pad or cover the paper sheet with tape to be able to peel off your doodle afterwards (if you are using PLA). Start with your first colour.

Add one colour after the other in even, smooth lines.

Add the writing - you can choose every phrase and every name you want to make it unique!
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Add the blackboard details and the black outlines!

Now fix your keychains onto your doodles - congratulations, you're finished!